
 

Unchained Labs makes lab automation a no-brainer with freeslate and freeslate jr.   
 
August 1, 2016 – Pleasanton, CA – Unchained Labs, the life sciences company that’s all about getting biologics 
researchers the right tool for the job, launched their freeslate and freeslate jr. systems for biologics 
formulation, small molecule preformulation and process chemistry today. These platforms automate 
laboratory workflows that currently eat up tons of time for individual researchers. 
 
Freeslate takes on the hard stuff in the lab and gives scientists automated, high-throughput, end-to-end 
workflow solutions. Researchers can churn through more screens, conditions and structures earlier in the 
development process and get to their most stable biologic, the best druggable form of their API or primo 
reaction conditions way faster. Freeslate also lets them run hundreds of experiments in parallel and do it with 
way less material, so rapid and deep exploration of their formulation space or chemical formula is totally 
doable.  
 
Freeslate jr. lets researchers walk up, set up their run and walk away. It automates the hands-on, back and 
forth tasks scientists do one by one at the bench now, and turns all of it into one entirely routine, high-
throughput process. Scientists can crank through more samples in a single day and get everything done the 
same, consistent way every time.  
 
“Today, freeslate and freeslate jr. systems are solving major workflow problems all over the place,” said 
Taegen Clary, VP of Marketing at Unchained Labs. “Scientists dealing with bottlenecks in their biologics 
formulation, small molecule preformulation or chemistry workflows really need to check out the freeslate 
systems - odds are we have a solution that will break through them.”  
 
About Unchained Labs 
 
Here’s the deal. We’re all about helping biologics researchers break free from tools that just don’t cut it. 
Unleashing problem-tackling products that make a huge difference in the real science they do every day. 
That’s our mantra, our promise and we own it. We’re located in Pleasanton, CA and can be found online at 
www.unchainedlabs.com. 
 
Contact: 
 
Taegen Clary 
VP of Marketing, Unchained Labs 
taegen.clary@unchainedlabs.com 
925.587.9806 
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